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What is meant by the term pilot study?
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2

One mark for a partial answer such as ‘a small study carried out before the
main one’.
Two marks for a clear and accurate definition.
A pilot study is a small scale preliminary study conducted in order to test or
check the study design prior to the full-scale one being carried out
1(b)

Describe two ways a structured interview is different from a
questionnaire.
Differences could include:
• In a structured interview the researcher is present and asks the
questions
• They are able to explain questions and clarify any queries held by the
respondent
• Provide reassurance and encouragement
• The sample size will be smaller
• The response rate will be higher
• Collect additional information by observing the respondent
• Ensure that the person answering the question is the intended
respondent
• In an interview the respondent will have less time to reflect upon their
answers
• Researcher effect
• Feel under pressure to give socially desirable responses/affected by
interviewer bias
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Explain why some sociologists have questioned the usefulness of
qualitative research.
0–4
Lower in the band a few simple points about qualitative data with no direct
reference to their methodological usefulness could be worth 1 or 2 marks.
Higher in the band there may be a basic account of the positivist perspective
on research methods but without there being explicit links to some of the
limitations of qualitative data. Alternatively, there may be no reference to
positivism but some limitations of the method.
5–8
Lower in the band there will be a sound account of a couple of possible
limitations of using qualitative data in sociological research. There may be links
to the positivist perspective but these will not be fully developed.
Higher in the band there is likely to be a wider range of reasons with clear and
accurate links to key concepts and positivism (or any other sociological
approach which is critical of qualitative data). The analysis here needs to be
explicit and well informed.
Reasons might include:
• subjective and open to interpretation
• lacks reliability
• lacks representativeness etc.
• difficult to operationalise
• problem of researcher imposition.
• impact of the presence of the researcher
• practical and/or ethical issues impacting on usefulness
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8 A good list of undeveloped points may
gain up to six marks. To go higher, some
of the points should be developed
Note: This question asks candidates to
‘explain’, therefore there is no requirement
for assessment
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Assess the strengths and limitations of structured interviews in
sociological research.
0–4
Answers at this level are likely to show only limited appreciation of the issues
raised by the question.
Lower in the band, a few simple points describing interviews might be worth 1
or 2 marks.
Higher in the band, there may be an attempt to describe the features of
structured interviews, with few or no direct links to the set question
5–8
Answers at this level show some sociological knowledge and understanding of
the question.
Lower in the band, a simple account of some strengths and limitations of
structured interviews. There is likely to be a lack of balance and development
in the response, perhaps with greater emphasise on practical issues.
Higher in the band, a more detailed account that develops a ranges of points
could gain 7 or 8 marks. There is likely to be links made to theory but at this
level they may not be fully focused on structured interviews. Responses might
distinguish between questionnaires and/or other types of interviews. A onesided answer that is done very well, could also gain up to 8 marks.
A descriptive answer cannot gain more than 8 marks.
9–11
Answers at this level will demonstrate good sociological knowledge and
understanding applied to the question. There will also be an assessment of the
view on which the question is based.
Lower in the band (9–10 marks), there will be a balanced account of the
strength and limitations of structured interviews. Some juxtaposition is likely.
At the top of the band, the assessment must either cover a good range of
issues and/or demonstrate depth of understanding. Informed and explicit links
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to theory are likely.
Strengths:
• Standardised questions means the research can be replicated.
• Produces hard/quantifiable data that is easily compared.
• Reliability [links to positivism]
• Sampling more likely to be systematic/large enough to be representative
(by comparison with other interviews)
• Practical advantages – Easy to administer/record; data can be analysed
by computer
• Some SIs allow interviewers to clarify the meaning of questions.
Limitations:
• Interviewer effect
• Pre-coded questions may limit and/or inhibit responses
• Potential for respondent misinterpretation of questions
• Reduced validity [links to interpretivism]
• Teams of researchers may produce variations in response depending on
their interviewer characteristics.
• Practical: cost and time
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‘Postmodernists have shown that functionalist and Marxist models of
society no longer have any relevance.’ Explain and assess this view.
0–6
Answers at this level are likely to be assertive and focus on a few common
sense observations.
Lower in the band, answers may be confined to one or two simple points about
the nature of society based on assertion/common sense understanding.
Higher in the band, there may be a wider range of simple points based on
assertion/common sense understanding. For example, answers will
demonstrate a basic understanding of postmodernist theory, or Marxist or
functionalist, but offer very little detail or development that is relevant to the
question as set.
7–12
Answers at this level will show some sociological knowledge and
understanding of the question.
Lower in the band (7–9 marks), the answer may be confined to a narrow range
of points, lacking detail and possibly with some inaccuracies. Answers will be
rather list-like and may lack references to post-modernist theory instead
focusing on the relevance of functionalist or Marxist models of society.
Higher in the band (10–12 marks), answers may either cover a narrow range
of developed points or a wider range of undeveloped points. Responses may
show some awareness of changes in society that postmodernists believe have
reduced the relevance of Marxist or functionalist theories. Any critical analysis,
if present, will be very limited.
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13–18
Answers at this level will show good sociological knowledge and
understanding. The material used will be interpreted accurately and applied
well to answering the question.
There is likely to be discussion of postmodernist’s rejection of functionalist and
Marxist models probably in respect of their accounts being deterministic
models and metanarratives.
Lower in the band (13–15 marks), answers may use a range of knowledge,
there will be some use of concepts and/or theory, but the points covered may
lack development. There may be a lack of balance in terms of the coverage of
postmodernism, functionalism or Marxism.
Higher in the band (16–18 marks), answers will use a wider range of
knowledge, supported by the use of concepts and/or theory where relevant
and include some well-developed points with a more even distribution of the
relevance of functionalist and Marxist models.
At the top of the level, answers will contain a wide range of knowledge with
some well-developed points and accurate use of theory, studies and concepts
that is focused on the question. However, the overall analysis of the view may
not be fully convincing.
There is no requirement for assessment at this level
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19–25
Lower in the band (19–21 marks), the assessment may be largely delivered
through juxtaposition of contrasting arguments/theories. Alternatively, the
assessment may be limited to just one or two evaluative points that are
explicitly stated. At this level, assessment is likely to be reliant on identifying
the general strengths of postmodernist theory and limitations of the modernist
approaches.
Higher in the band (22–25 marks), there will be sustained assessment and the
points offered will be explicit and well directed towards the question. For
example, via the post-modernist critique of functionalist and Marxist
perspectives on the links between stratification and social identity.
Answers at this level must achieve three things:
• First, there will be good sociological knowledge and understanding of
the postmodernist perspective and its critique of functionalist and
Marxist views.
• Second, the material used will be interpreted accurately and applied
effectively to answering the question
• Third, there must also be some evidence of assessment. At this level
expect an accurate and detailed account of the postmodern critique of
modernist/structural theories.
There is likely to be a well-formulated conclusion.
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‘Secondary data has no value in sociological research.’ Explain and
assess this view.
0–6
Answers at this level are likely to be assertive with a few common sense
observations showing some awareness of what secondary data are and their
use in sociological research
Lower in the band, answers may show misunderstanding about the nature of
secondary data, perhaps confusing them with primary research using
questionnaires and interviews.
Higher in the band, there may be a wider range of simple points based on
assertion/common sense understanding that demonstrates a basic
understanding about secondary data in general, but there will be very little
detail or development that is relevant to the question as set.
7–12
Answers at this level will show some sociological knowledge and
understanding of the question.
Lower in the band (7–9 marks), the answer may be confined to a narrow range
of points, lacking detail and possibly with some inaccuracies. Answers will be
rather list-like and more likely to be lacking in some key respects. For example,
answers may be limited to a few rather general points about the strengths
and/or limitations of secondary data.
Higher in the band (10–12 marks), answers may either cover a narrow range
of developed points or cover a wider range of undeveloped points. Answers
may begin to distinguish between forms of secondary data. There may also be
an attempt to explain the view expressed in the question, though this is likely
to lack detail and clarity.
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13–18
Answers at this level will show good sociological knowledge and
understanding. The material used will be interpreted accurately and applied
well to answering the question
Lower in the band (13–15 marks), answers may use a range of knowledge,
there will be some use of concepts/theory, but the points covered may lack
development. Answers falling within this band will provide a clear and accurate
explanation of why it might be thought that secondary data lacks value. The
discussion is likely to revolve around the subjectivity of some secondary data
and/or problems that arise from the use of official statistics.
Higher in the band (16–18 marks), answers will use a wider range of
knowledge, supported by the use of studies, concepts/theory where relevant
and include some well-developed points. Here, the distinction between
quantitative and qualitative secondary data is likely to be explicit and its
significance to the question drawn out. There is likely to be more detailed
treatment of relevant theoretical issues (objectivity, subjectivity, validity,
reliability) alongside practical points.
At the top of the level, answers will contain a wide range of knowledge with
some well-developed points and accurate use of theory, studies and concepts
that is focused on the question. However, the overall analysis of the view may
not be fully convincing.
There is no requirement for assessment at this level.
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19–25
Lower in the band (19–21 marks), the assessment may be largely delivered
through juxtaposition of contrasting arguments/theories. Alternatively, the
assessment may be limited to just one or two evaluative points that are
explicitly stated. For example, answers may consider a variety of sources of
secondary data and the strengths and limitations of each source will be
discussed in all probability in relation to the issues of objectivity/subjectivity.
Higher in the band (22–25 marks), there will be sustained assessment and the
points offered will be explicit and well-directed towards the question. Answers
are likely to highlight that official statistics provide an objective source of
information while other forms of secondary data may be too subjective to be
useful in sociological research. Another approach could be to question
thoroughly both the idea that official statistics avoid the problems of subjectivity
associated with other types of data and the view that other sources of
secondary data are too subjective to be useful in sociological research. The
idea of what is ‘fit for purpose’ is another angle that could be taken.
Answers at this level must achieve three things:
• First, there will be good sociological knowledge and understanding of
the underlying debate about the value or not of secondary data in
sociological research
• Second, the material used will be interpreted accurately and applied
effectively to answering the question.
• Third, there must also be some evidence of assessment. At this level
expect an accurate and detailed account
There is likely to be a well-formulated conclusion
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